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BASIC TARGET RETRIEVING KIT INSTRUCTIONS 

Rev 33 

 

 

SIMPLE & AFFORDABLE 

STS is dedicated to provide the most AFFORDABLE and TECHNOLOGICALLY ADVANCED solution for the 

target shooting enthusiasts eager to build their own target retrieval system, being private, home-based, 

or commercial. We offer complete target retrieval systems, target monitoring cameras and other 

advanced indoor range equipment and solutions at an EXCEPTIONAL PRICE SAVINGS and quality 

compared to other market offerings. 
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Component List per 1 lane: 

No Part Number Description QTY Notes Pic 

1 
 

TRSX-R1 
Heavy-Duty Aluminum 
Rail supplied in 5, 6, or 

7 Ft segments 

According 
to length 
ordered 

Custom length extra 
strength aluminum 

 

2 
 

TRSX-CM1 Rail Ceiling Mounting 2 every 5Ft 
Total qty based on 

distance 
 

3 
 

TRSX-RJ1 Rail Joint 
1 every 2 
segments 

Total qty based on 
distance 

 

3 
 

TRSX-RE1 Driver End Unit 2 
Pre-mounted for easy 

install 
 

4 

 
TRSX-BT12 

Dura Belt 
2 x track 
length + 

8.25”(21cm) 

Total length based on 
distance, pre-mounted 

inside rails for easy 
installation  

5 
 

TRSX-36024V Motor 1 
High Speed, Long life, 0.5-

0.65m/s, 24VDC, 1.2A, 
with AC adapter included  

6 

 
TRSX-TC1 Target Carrier and Belt 

Kit 
1 

Includes metal arm, belt 
end-clips, belt pulley, belt 

extension and screws  

7 
 

TRSX-SB10 Swing Bar 1 
Dura Plastic, 90 degree 
holes 

 

9 

 
TRSX-TH2 Target Holder 1 Corrugated Plastic 

 

11 
TRSX-KN8666 or  
TRSX-YR1019S 

Wired/Wireless 
Remote Control, wall 

mount 
1 

Wired version is optional 
(ordered separately)  

12 

 
TRSX-SKITX 

 

 
Ceiling Suspension Kit 

 
1 

Optional (to be ordered 
separately) 

 

13 

 
TRSX-CB1426 

 

 
Telescoping Ceiling 
Bracket 14″ – 26″ 

 

1 
Optional (to be ordered 

separately) 
 

14 
TRSX-GUIDE 

Instructions Guide 1 
Included in Kit or 

download from website 
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Assembling Instructions for non-assembled rails 

Note: Some components highlighted in the pictures below might look a bit different in reality, as we constantly try 

to improve our line.  

Step 1: Measure and cut the track (if not supplied to size). 

a. Track length = System length -120mm 
b. 120mm represents the length of 2 x driver gear boxes (60mm each) 

Step 2: Measure and cut the textile belt. 

In most cases the belt is pre-measured and cut according to the track length. However, in all situations 
when the system is supplied un-assembled, final belt length adjustments will be necessary in the field. We 
will provide details how to perform these adjustments in Step 11. It’s important that the belt is tensioned 
properly to reduce excessive friction therefore motor overload. Reducing motor overload will increase the 
life of the motor. 

Belt length = track length×2 + 42 belt teeth or 21cm (or track length x 2 + 8.25”) 

Note: It is recommended to cut the belt AFTER you insert it into the rail (see step 7) to make sure it is cut at the right 
length. 

Step 3: Thread the transmission belt into the first driver box unit. 

  

Note: If track is long, it will be useful to attach the belt clip first, insert it in the belt pulling clip and then drive it inside 
the track to the other end of the track. Once there, disassemble the clip so it can be inserted in the driver gear box 
and re-assemble once it’s passed through the driver gear box. Please pay attention to the position of the belt clip in 
reference with the belt teeth and pulling clip. If assembled incorrectly they cannot be inserted into the rail. See next 
pictures for details. 
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Step 4: Assemble the first belt pulling clip using 1 plastic clip and 1 metal 
buckle. 

                                                                                                                               

 

 

 

 

 

Step 5: Insert the plastic part together with the belt into the track. 

Very Important: For 50 feet or longer systems it is highly recommended to use double clips for smoother sliding 
operation inside the rails hence preventing unwanted stops around the rail joints. 

        

Step 6: Attach the drive box to the rail (remove the plastic cover if that’s the side 
where the motor will be installed) and install the (optional) End of Rail Stops or 
Middle Rail Stops. 

                               

 

 

   End of Rail Stops         Middle Rail Stops 
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Step 7: Complete the other side using the same steps, after cutting the belt as 
shown in the picture (cut at 12cm or 8 ¼ ”mark). 

   

 

Step 8: Thread the transmission belt into the other driver box unit and follow 
steps 5 and 6 again for the other side of the rail. 

 

 

Step 9: Connect the loose belt ends with the supplied hardware.  

    

 

 

 

 

Note:  

a. If belt is supplied too long cut it as indicated on step 7 or based on this formula: 
1. Belt Length = 2 x Track length + 42 belt teeth or 8 ¼ ” 
2. Belt Length = 2 x Track Length +21cm 
3. If belt is already pre-inserted on one end, belt length remainder for the other end should be 12cm or 

4.5”. 
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b. If belt is supplied too short or cut accidently too short during the install you can use a few options to connect 
the belt ends, depending on the gap size. Some of these options include metal or plastic plates, a spring 
tensioner or a belt extension that can be cut to size and secured in place with screws. The metal arm 
(optional) used to carry the target holder can then be attached on either side.  

Step 12: Install the ceiling mounts into the tracks, twist to secure them, lift the 

whole assembly using additional help and mount it on the celling. 

Ideally 1 ceiling mounts every 3-5 ft. For longer assemblies 2-3 people will be required depending on the 

rail length, 2 of them holding both ends of the rail while another one installing the ceiling mounts or 

telescopic or rod brackets.  

Note: The flat ceiling brackets are included but the telescopic and rod brackets are sold separately. 

                          
             Ceiling Bracket                                          Rod Bracket                    Telescopic Bracket 

Step 13: Install the Motor (see also the motor manual for more details including motor and 

controller setup and programming - available also on the website under Motor section, Download tab). 
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Step 14: Install the Swing Bar and Target Holder. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: The swing bar can also be installed in a few different ways, left side, right side, on the metal arm or straight in 

the middle of the metal plate that connect the belt ends.  

Step 15: Connect power & verify movement. 

Connect the power to the motor and use the wireless controller to activate the motor or to program the 

motor’s advanced functions. 
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Track maintenance: 

Remove the metal cover screws, gear flange and the stopper (if installed) to access, lubricate or replace 

the gear. 

 

SUGGESTED ADD-ONS 

 

 

 

 

 

      Deflector Plate                               Target Trailing Camera                           Rail Guard 

 

Thank You for your business! 

 

Tel: (800) 556-3162 

Sales: sales@supertargetsystems.com 

Technical Support: support@supertargetsystems.com 

2055 Comprehensive Dr. | Aurora, IL – 60505 

www.supertargetsystems.com 
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